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**STAINLESS STEEL BODY**

**NW16 GAUGE PORT W/ BLANKOFF**

**NW25 VENT PORT W/ BLANKOFF**

**NW25 VACUUM PORT W/ BLANKOFF**

**STAINLESS STEEL HINGED DOOR**

**DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.**

**TOLERANCES:**
- **FRACTIONAL:** 1/16"
- **ANGULAR:** MACH 1/BEND 2
- **ONE PLACE DECIMAL:** .05
- **TWO PLACE DECIMAL:** .01
- **THREE PLACE DECIMAL:** .005

**GEO TOLERANCING:** ASME Y14.5M - 2009

**CHAMBER, 12" X 12" CUBE, SS BODY, SS DOOR, HORIZONTAL, STD PORTS**
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